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Sterling A. McGinnis and Mary F. Smith 
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J. Henry McGoodwin and Amanda T./Q. Loving 
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Charles E. McLane and Bettie McGoodwin 
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Robert Martin and Rebecca Satterfield 
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Benjamin Moody and Emily Martin 
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Leander S. Morris and Martha Landon/Lendon 
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Thomas D. Palmer and Sarah Catherine/Cathren Jones 
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Jefferson Parks and Martha Raymer 
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Francis Y. Patterson and Sarah Margaret Shaw 
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Jesse Prichard and Mary E. Still 
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George B. Proctor/Procter and Mary J. Roberson 
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Ryan M. Robertson and Elizabeth J. Potter 
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Isaac N. Robinson and Prudence A. Moore 
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John N. Ronald and Mary E. Still 
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Hiram W. Sanders and Martha J. Alexander 
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James Sanders and Mildred Ann/Medleran Reynolds 
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Thomas Sanders and Sally Ann Reynolds/Raynols 
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Dr. Addison P. Shackelford and Sally B. Murrell 
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Chauncey N. Smith and Martha Kite 
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Alexander C. Stevenson and Harriett M. Ronald 
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Temple J. Sublett and Catharine/Catherine E. Edmonson 
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D. R. H. Truitt and Mary Ann Blewitt 
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William Weaver and Jane Cook 
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William C. Wilsford and Londonia E. Cooke 
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George T. Yates and Cordelia G. Perkins 
 
 
